
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a creative design. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for creative design

Responsible for designing to project program and budget, and for
coordinating and integrating with other disciplines including but not limited
to engineering, operations, and architecture
Oversees and directs internal and external resources
The Manager is responsible for establishing and maintaining Attraction
Design Standards
Oversees Show-Set Design staff to ensure that project creative intent is
accurately integrated and documented in models and drawing packages
Assists the lead Designer or Creative Director in the development of details
creatively integrating the myriad show, facility, equipment, and elements into
the overall creative environment
Mentors and provides guidance and training to staff related to career goals
and technical skills
Responsible for establishing and maintaining Show-Set design standards
As directed by the Show Producer, Creative Director, Art Director, or the
Production Designer, develops, organizes and assembles overall high quality
show set design package
Responsible for designing to project program and budget, and for
coordinating and integrating with other disciplines including but not limited
to engineering, operations, and architect/engineer of record
Manages Architecture and Engineering designs for Resort Wide international
and/or domestic projects, accomplished with in-house support of the project
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Qualifications for creative design

Prefer exceptional design intuition, strong problem solving skills and a
superior ability to visually communicate through sketches, and renderings
MarTech/ AdTech experience a major plus
10+ years in the design/VFX realm
Position requires strength in leading a team of creatives, knack at interacting
with network leaders
Excitement for Bleeding edge technology and a desire to help pioneer the
industry in non-traditional ways are a must
6+ years of design experience, post school work in the transportation
industry


